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Online optimization is an important means to improve the economic benefits in 
chemical industry. In recent years, many researchers have paid much attention to it, 
but the correlative technique remains to be improved. Based on the actual chemical 
process, the two key problems of online optimization: modeling and the optimization 
algorithms were mainly discussed in this thesis. 
Firstly, by comparing the accuracy, sensitivity of parameters and learning speed 
of kinds of neural networks, the RBF-PLS network was chosen in this thesis for 
modeling. Because it learned much faster and needed less parameters. And there were 
some laws between its final output value and its parameters, which could make setting 
the parameters easy. Furthermore, the output of RBF_PLS network is linearly 
correlated with its hidden layer. Based on this, using weighted recursive least square 
algorithm to correct the offline RBF_PLS model was studied. Results showed that the 
prediction ability of corrected RBF_PLS model was better than the offline model to 
some extent. 
Then, two common optimization algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
and Genetic Algorithm (GA), were studied in this thesis. By comparing the accuracy, 
convergence speed and online applicability, it was proved that PSO fit online 
optimization better, in respect that the PSO converged much faster than GA while 
coming to the similar optimal value as GA. Besides, the behavior of particles in the 
PSO process was studied, and a modified PSO algorithm based on the boundary 
constraint with a rebound mechanism named Rebound Adaptive Particle Swarm 
Optimization (RAPSO) algorithm was proposed. This approach could maintain the 
population diversity and improve the traditional PSO by taking full advantage of the 
momentum information of particles, such as flight speed and orientation. According to 
the comparison, the RAPSO improved existing PSO algorithm in some degree. 
Based on the study of modeling and optimization algorithms, the online 
optimization program which combined of RBF_PLS natural network and RAPSO was 
proposed. Applying this program to the online optimization of a Fluid Catalytic 
Cracking (FCC) unit, the results indicated that the conversion rate increased a lot 
regardless of single-objective optimization or multiple-objective optimization. 
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1. 给定优化目标函数 f ： 
( , )f F X V=                       （1.1） 
给定约束条件：  
( )L X S≤                         （1.2） 
其中：  
        1 2{ , , , }nX X X X=  为主要操作变量(决策变量)。 
        1 2{ , , , }MV V V V=  为主要干扰量。 
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